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HIGH-BRIGHTNESS, HIGH-CURRENT ION SOURCES*

Roderich Keller,t MS H816
ios Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

Several exlstlng high-current dc Ion sources are presented
that yield posltlve Ions and are based on gas discharges. The~r
consnon features are then outllned: extraction systems, required
plasma qualltles, and the production of ions from solld materials.
Finally, from well-established laws, scallng rules for hlgh-
brlghtness Ion beams are derived taking one specific case to
detennlne the numerical constants. These rules predict that the
current values of transportable beams scale proportionally to the
3/2 power of the extraction voltage, whereas the brightness
stron~ly decreases with rlslng voltage.

INTRODUCTION

The deflnltlon of high Ion current Is
phenomena, but there Is no sharp threshold

l!nked to space-charge
where these phenomena

begin. The effects depend on current density, beam energy. and
also on the beam quallty Involved. Nevertheless, many sources

delivering beams between some mlllla~eres and tens of amperes Ion
current can be grouped together as high-current sources because
they exhlblt several consnon features.

This paper presents a variety of dc high-current Ion sources
suitable for llnear accelerators and emphasizes their conanon
aspects, concentrating on plasma sources for posltlve tons.
Scaling rules for brightness dependence on extraction voltage are
derived from several well-astabllshed laws, Independently of any
particular source type. The numerical factors In these rules,
however, are based on the performance of one oxlstlng source only.
A comparison of current values actually obtained by many other
sources with the current scallng law here proposed seems to justify
this derivation.

INDIVID(\L SOURCE TYPES

PuQDIQatm

The source with which most of the pioneering work has been
accomplished Is tho duoplgatron.~ Essontlally, lt 1s based on
a two-stage d~scharge between a hot cathode, an intermediate
electrode, and an anode, soc Fig. 1. The plasma 1s guldod by a
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carefully taflored axial magnetic field throu~? the anode channel
Into a thfrd chamber, at the end of uhlch the electrons are
reflected back toward the Intermediate electrode. Utth mrc
sophisticated models,~ addlttonal electrodes are appl~ed to
control the expandfng plasma. The duoplgatrrn offers sood gas and
power efflclencles, but the discharge suffers from strong
Osclllatlcwis If the electrode geometry Is I’@t CMlmlZed or the
opthum operation conditions ar[not a~plied.

T
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Fig. 1. Duoplgatron ion source.-

Ari efflclent as well as sfmple source’ of the Penning
type--not to be mistaken for a pIG source of hlqhly charged
Ion”--effectlvely resembles the second half of a duoplgatron, with
one dlffarence: the ●lectrons sustaining the dlschargs are
dfroctly emitted by a fliwnent, without need for a ffrst discharge
stage, see Fig. 2. The mxlal magnetic field Is generated by
permanent mgnets placed around the cylindrical anode and expands
from the cathivde plane towards the outlet electrode (called “focus
electrode” In Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. ‘Penning’ high-current Ion source.a

MUltlCUSD Sources

W~th the availability of strong pennancnt magnets, multicusp
discharges are more and more being used to create the plasma needed
for high-current sources. The discharge vessel Is surrounded by
magnets with alternating polarlty, creating a mlnlmum-B
configuration that yields a stable plasma confinement over many
decades of plasma density.s The rear seurce side may be
protected by magnets (Fig. 3) or blased,p dcpendlng mostly on
technical considerations. The multicusp sources, In general, offer
the highest versatility whenever a wide range of Ion species, beam
Intensity, and beam quallty is to be provided by one bas~c source
type and when other features llke gas- and power-efficiency or
Ionlzatlon degree are of minor Importance.



Fig. 3. Mult+cusp Ion source.~ Ions are ●xtracted
towards the bottom.

Monocus~ Source

A rather new source types combln~s the qualltles of the
“Penning” and cusp sources, using a single, ring-shaped magnet
around the discharge vessel [Fig. 4). This source design results
in excellent gas efficiency because plasma losses are very low, but
the design somewhat l~mlts the useful plasma cross section near the
outlet electrode because of the radial varlatlon of the plasma
density.

~lqh-FreauencY Sources

Sources using discharges between polarlzed electrodes always
suffer from erosion, mostly of the cathodes. High-frequency
discharge sources are free of this defect, but one must consider
whether or not this advantage pays for the more complicated
equipment Involved. The frequencies used generally range from
several hundreds of kilohertz to some tens of filgahertz. The
plasma vessels can be made from Insulators or metal; In the latter
case, they are often formed as a resonator. Magnetic fields can be
used to conflnst the discharge or, In the case of microwaves, to
produce electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) effects. An example of
such sources,* equipped with a magnetic multlcusp (Iuld, Is
shown In Fig. 5.



Fig. 4. Monocusp Ion source.~ Broken: magnetic field Ilnes.
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Flq. 5. High-frequency Ion source (2 MHz) w!th mult+cusp.~

COMMON FEATURES OF HIGH-CURRENT SOURCES

&xtrection Systems

All source types presented above are equipped with large-area
outlet 6pertures; most of them can be used with single- or



multiple-aperture ●xtraction systems. Mlth the latter, the total
beam current simply multiplies by the number of apertures (as
c~ared to a single-aperture system) but the overall ●ralttance MY
Increase drastically because the spacing.between the apertures has
to be added to the beamlet waist sizes.l” Comonly,
accel/decel extraction systems are applied, see Fig. 6, to avoid
c~ensatlng ●lectrons being accelerated back Into the source, thus
destroying Its rear side and leavlng the Ion beam uncompensated.

d -x!u!d I -2.7 kV 111114
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Flq. 6. Accel/decel extraction svstem~l (half
se~tlcn, computer simulation of I;n trajectories).

The most important feature of an extraction system Is the
contour of the outlet aperture. The point Is to form the
equlpotentlals In the extraction gap In a way that aberrations are
reduced, taking Into account also the space-charge action of the
resultlng beam. This aperture shaping must always be paid for In
terms of extraction field strength. As a general rule, It Is
convenient to reduce the thickness of the outlet electrode near its
aperture rlm as much as the cooling requirements perndt. The outer
contour then should be bell-shaped, but no further general hint can
be given, the Indlvldual needs being too different from one anothetr.

A quite promlslng technique consists of dlvldlng the
extraction gap Into two gaps (Fig. 7). Thk~, the total width can
be shortened, allowlng hl$her fields to be applled, because of the
nonlinear relation between nec~ssary gap width and voltage, see
below. The major benefit, however, Is the posslblllty of us’ingthe
voltage applled to the Inse.’ted electrcde as an additional free
parameter to Influence the shnpe of the equlpotentfals. This
technique seens to be convenient at extraction voltagas above
50 kV, but fn gsneral for single-aperture systems only.

?MQ!LQMW

The first condltlon Imposed on an Ion source plasma Is that
Its density must match the applled extraction field to yield a
low-divergence beam. lhlform !on emlsslon Is required across the
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Fig. 7. Two-gap extraction system.~” Here the screening
electrode Is enclosed between two ground electrodes to Improve the
system rellablllty, followlng Ref. 6.

whole outlet area, even If only one aperture Is used.
of plasma sources,

In the case
this requirement Implles that the plasma column

must be much wider than the outlet aperture.
Plasma osclllatlons, especially In the 100-kHz range, must be

mlnlmlzecl to avoid destroying the space-charge compensation of the
beam. To yield optimum beam quallty, the transverse ion energy
must be low, typically some tenths of electron volts.

These qul~t, cold plasmas usually are not suited for producing
highly c$arged Ions, but considerable fractions of doubly charged
Ions have been found,12 In some cases. Multlcusp sources with
their large regime of operation parameters can quite easily be
tuned to produce doubly and higher charged ions because they can
operate stably with relatively high voltage and low gas pressure,
the most suited conditions for this purpose. It must be noted,
however, that ’there always exists a dlstrlbutlon over different Ion
charge states. In consequence, individual higher charge states can
be extracted from a high-current source with less than one-third
the current obtained when producing singly charged !ons only.

Ions from SolIds

Although the generation of Ions from gases Is simple enough
and mostly exhlblts llfetlme problems, sollds address quite another
class of dlfflcultles In source dev~lopment and operat!on. The
use of volatlle compwnds with conventional sources brings three
disadvantages: the total extracted Ion currant must be shared
between the different Ion species, lncludlr~g Imlc molecules; the
compound usually contains an a~gresslvo component, llke halogens,
which reduces the source’s llfetlme: anti the free atoms of the
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solld element are llkely to condense on the cold source walls,
which may lead to problems wfth the extraction system.

A better solutlon Is the design of a hot source (Fig. 8)
because many sollds have suitable vapor-pressure c!lrves that they
can be processed In an oven. If the Inner source walls, including
the outlet plate, are kept hotter than the oven, no recondensation
of the feeding material can occur. Thus, the solld material can be
u!ied llke a gas, t~lth the oven temperature replaclng the gas
pressure as an Independent source-operation parameter. In another
approach,ts a metal supply Is Introduced Into the plasma
expansion chamber of a duo~lgatron. An auxlllary gas maintains the
flscharge; the plasma
?onlzes the atoms,

REFLECTOR
ELECTF100E$

heat-ii~he supply to provl~e-free atoms and

Fig. 8. Hot running multicusp Ion source,lz for use with
nonvolatile elements.

With such sources, solid material wI1l always be deposited on
the re”iatlvely cold extraction electrodes. This layer cannot be
re-evaporated because a discharge would arise In the extraction
gap; thus, larger gaps thrnn those used with gas sources must be
applled, allowlng less Ion current to be drawn out of the source.

SCALING RULES FOR HIGH-BRIGHTNESS 8EAMS

The quality of an Ion beam IS cofm’rtonlyjudged by Its
brightness value, as defined In the followlng paragraph.
Frequently some misunderstanding occurs concerning this quantity.



In the accelerator ccmnunlty, people are familiar with the
LlOu~flle theorem which, when applicable, states that for a given
beam the normalized emlttance remains constant. This rule
sometimes induces one to expect the maximum normalized brightness
of an ion source to be a constant, but that Is completely wrong.

Beam-Quality Deflnltlons

In this paper, the following deflnltlons will be used: I,
Ion current emitted by the Ion source; Itr, transported part of
the total current; In = I (A/c)l/2, nomtallzed current (proton
equivalent of any Ion beam of atomic mass A and charge C); U,
effective extraction voltage, deflnlng the beam energy;
P = In/U3/2, perveance; d, extraction gap width; r, outlet
aperture radius; S = r / d, aspect ratio of the system; rmx,
beam-waist radius.

The measured emlttance Is c = AE/s !here called absolute
emlttance), with AE, area of the emlttance figure; C“ = Oyc,

normalized emlttance; B and y, usual relatlvlstlc parameters.
For Ion sources and low-energy beams, Y = 1 Is alwa s fulfilled,
and the velocity can be evaluated from 6 = 1.46 x 10-3 ({ U/A)l/2.

A convnon deflnltlon for the brightness of a cylindrical beam
reads: B ~ Itr/c~. It seems Indicated, however, to distinguish
between this quantity (better named BCn, “emlttance-normalized”
brightness) and a newly introduced “current-normalized” brightness
Ben, defined as Bcn = Itr,n/C2, using the quantities
normalized current and absolute emlttance.

Voltaqe Dependence of Beam Parameters

The followlng discussion Is Intended for conventional plasma
Ion sources, and only one round aperture Is considered.

In a thorough experimental study of a duoplgatron,14 It
was found that the actually transported*lon

f
urrents, with low

divergence half-angle, sca e
1 3?

~Itr,n = P S2U3 2/(1 + aS2), see
Fig. 9a, rather than I = S U as suggested by the Child/Langmulr
lawls for the otal ex.ratted currents.

k The factors a (aberration
factor) and P (low-S perveance) depend upon the divergence
half-angle a. accepted by the transport system, and also upon
the chosen extraction electrode geometry. The quoted study states
am3. For # more refined t o-gap extraction system,’”

7a = 1.7 and P = 6 x 10-8 (A/V3 2) give the best f~’t to the
current values measured wlthfn m. = 20 mrad, see Fig. 9b.
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Fig. 9. Transported
extraction system:
(llnear plot).
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The existence of a s~turatlon llmlt for the transportable
current with Increasing aspect ratio S strongly recommends
malntalnlng S = 0.5, when deslgnlng extraction systems, because
the spilled-beam part extracted out of larger upenlngs causes quite
unfavorable effects. Only sophisticated geometrles,~l (Fig. 6)
or two-gap systems permit the application of values S = 1 without
loslng too much In rellablllty of the extraction system.

Taking the values P* and a of the above-quoted two-gap
systeml” as reference and allowlng for S = 1, one can conclude
at once that the maximum normalized current to be obtained from one
round aperture and transported wlthln 20-mrad divergence half-angle
Is a function of the voltage only and (In convenient units) amounts
to

-4 3/2 ~A,k.i
ltr,n

= 7.03 x 10 u 3’L) (see Fig. 10) .

In the usual case where the emlttance figure of a beam Is
contained wlthln an ellipse, the beam emlttance In the plane of Its
waist Is g~ven by the product c = a. r x, where e. Is

7the maximum angle of the tra.jectorles crosz ng the beam axis In
this plane. It has often been found (and confirmed for the two-gap
system~” by computer simulations and emlttance measurements)
that for cylindrical high-brightness beams, the waist has one-half
the extraction aperture width: rmax - r/2. Conslderlng that
20 mrad was the acceptance half-angle for the system under
discussion, It results that now the absolute cmlttance of the
transported beam Is only a function of r (which Is equal to d) and
amounts to c o 0.5 x 20 r = 10 d (mrad).



Fig. 10. Voltage dependence of normalized transported current
ln,tr” The points mark the In,tr-values of actual sources,

calculated for one emlttlng aperture only. Current values that lie
significantly below the marked llmlt mostly belong to neutral
Injection experiments, where conditions other than maximum
transported current are dominant.

Regarding the mlnlmum d-value, collected data of many exlstlng
high-current sourcesla zhm’ that the fmpliclt Kllpatr k
law17 marks a close lower llmlt for the gap widths througil two
decades of voltages (Fig. 11) and that a reasonably cautious
emplrlcal llmlt is given by the expllclt formula

d = 0.01414 U3/2 (ntn/kV3/2), permitting SC kV for a 5-rNngap.

Taking an optlmlzed system with S - 1 then yields

r = d = 0.01414 lj3/2 (~/kV~/2
)

and, In cons quence, for the
fabsolute emlttance t = 0.1414 U3 2 (m mrad/kV3 2).
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Fig, Il. Breakdown llmlts for extraction gaps. K, Kllpatrlck
law,~’ U3/2, emplrlcal llmit.

For the normalized emlttance, It directly follows that

Cn = 2.06 x 10-4 (A/{)-1/2 U2 (nsnmrad/kV2).

The conclusion to be drawn for the dependence of the bt”lghtness
values from the extraction voltage looks quite unfamlllar; the
emlttance-normalized (conwnonly used) as well as the newly
Introduced current-normallked brightness quantities strongly
decrease with Increasing voltage (Fig. 12):
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Ffg. 12. Voltage dependence of absolute emittance C, emlttance-
normeilzed brightness BCn, and current-normalized brightness
Ben, calculated according ro the formulae derived in the text.

B . 1.65 )( 1~4(A/#2 lJ-5/2[ A kV5’2/(nwn mrad)2]
Cn

and

B
-2 U-312

Cn = 3.52 X 10 [A kV3/2 1/(nsnmrad)2 .

Of course this scheme does not mean that the derived numerical
factors were absolute constants. The absolute brightness values
may vary considerably, depending on the emlttance def~n’itlon
(fraction, rms value), the measurement technique, anc also on the
assumed acceptance half-angle; however, the valldlty of the
tendencies here developed for Indlvldual sources appears to be well
confirmed, and (much more Importantly) over 30 different collocted
source data fit closely into the Ion-current scheme (Fig. 10),
Includlng a contact-ionization source for which the above discussion
does not apply at all.

The proposed scaling rules may therefore be retiarded at least
as a standard refererce to which any high-current Ion source can be
compared, to judge Its performance.
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